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Save time and energy, and find what's worthy in Quito!Worthy Go itineraries are complete, step-
by-step three-day itineraries to the very best places in Quito.See Quito with an experienced
travel writer by your side!Whether this is your first time abroad or you've been traveling for years,
Worthy Go itineraries have three goals:Make the most of your time, money, and energy while
travelingHelp you go your own way but still provide some guidanceCurate the very best places
to enjoy in the cityThis Quito itinerary has been completely updated for 2020, and includes:No
affiliate links, no ads, no fluff, and no BS.A complete three-day itinerary combining Quito's well-
known and off-the-beaten-path places.Detailed, step-by-step directions from one place to the
next.Succinct descriptions, exact addresses, and GPS coordinates for every place.First-hand
knowledge and advice: where to stay, what to bring, safety and scam warnings, and more.All the
basics you'll need to know: do you tip? Can you drink the tap water? What SIM card should you
get? What public transportation tickets do you need?Advice on being a considerate, respectful,
and sensitive traveler.Itineraries are carefully formatted to display well on any device, and links
take you to Google Maps (internet connection required).About the author: Chris Backe (rhymes
with hockey) has written about travel since 2008 and has been around the world a couple of
times. He's written over 30 books, and has been seen in Atlas Obscura, io9, Mental Floss,
Everything Everywhere, Perceptive Travel, Travel Wire Asia, and many other publications. When
not traveling, he loves tabletop games and a glass of white wine.

"A fascinating blend of biography, social history, and travelogue. New Zealand comes alive in its
pages." ~Professor David Crystal, author of The Gift of the Gab: How Eloquence Works, (Yale
University Press, 2016) and A Little Book of Language (Yale University Press, 2011). About the
AuthorMargaret Ranger is a New Zealand writer and health professional. She is the author of a
non-fiction book: The Long Clear Day; Everyday Life in Aotearoa New Zealand and two novels:
The Riverbanks Remain and The Guacamole Tree. Her poems have been widely published.
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Other itineraries in the Worthy Go seriesCities: Amsterdam, Bangkok, Bogota, Bucharest,
Budapest, Chiang Mai, Istanbul, Lima, Medellin, Quito, Seattle, Seoul, Tallinn, Toronto,
Vientiane, ZagrebCountries / regions: Laos, Central Thailand, Northern Thailand, South
KoreaMore info at .Other guidebooks by Chris Backe51 Daytrip Destinations From
SeoulBecoming a Digital NomadAn Introduction to ThailandKorean for TouristsKorean Made
EasyOffbeat KoreaOffbeat ThailandWhat the FloridaWarning / DisclaimerAlthough the author
has made every effort to ensure that the information in this book was correct at publication time
(© January 2020), the author does not assume and hereby disclaims any liability to any party for
any loss, damage, or disruption caused by errors or omissions, whether such errors or
omissions result from negligence, accident, or any other cause.Be aware that traveling in a
foreign country has inherent risks, and seemingly anything can change overnight. Places may
close, admission fees may rise, drivers will drive crazy, and public transportation routes can be
altered. Stay aware of your surroundings, employ street smarts and common sense, and in
general be suspicious of locals that approach you speaking English.Unless otherwise noted, all
material in this book is the legal property of the author and may not be reprinted or republished
without the author's express written consent, with the exception of short quotes for academic or
review purposes.IntroductionQuito — fly high amongst tons of history.At 2,800 meters (9,350
feet) above sea level, it's the highest capital city in the world (and also the only one to be close to
an active volcano). Although Guayaquil is larger by population, Quito's old town has been well-
preserved and little-altered — two reasons it was named one of UNESCO's first World Cultural
Heritage sites in 1978.The name 'Quito' dates back well over a thousand years, when the Quitu
tribe first lived in the area. They were conquered around 980 AD by the Caras, who were
defeated by the Incas in 1462, and later defeated by the Spanish in 1534. Catholicism was
established early on, and the urban evolution of Quito started soon after. After centuries of
colonization, an independence movement that started in 1809 noted May 24, 1822 as a victory
for Quito independence. Simón Bolívar's dreams of Gran Colombia — a united South American
state — only lasted eight years, and Ecuador became an independent country in
1830.Independence did not mean the end of fighting, land claims, border disputes, or violence
— since becoming a country, there have been almost 100 changes in government. As recently
as 1995, the Ecuadorian military shot down Peruvian aircraft as Peruvian infantry marched into
southern Ecuador. A peace agreement signed in 1998 put an end to those disputes after
decades of simmering conflicts.Ecuador returned to democracy in 1979 after years of military
dictatorships and junta. Bananas and oil remain the biggest exports, but Ecuador operates in
American dollars, thanks to the country's stint with hyperinflation and bankruptcy in the late
1990's. Thank plunging oil prices and damage to crops from El Niño in 1997-98 — in 1999
alone, the sucre lost 67% of its value relative to foreign currency. Dollarization happened in
2000, with the old sucre notes phased out in favor of American dollars. (This radical shift forced



then-president Jamil Mahuad to resign; days later, Vice President Gustavo Noboa became
president only to confirm the government's decision.) You'll still see centavo coins produced by
Ecuador (they're of the same size and weight as American coins, so they're interchangeable).
Today, President Rafael Correa was re-elected for his third term in 2013.Five quick
protips:● Altitude sickness (soroche) can be an issue — if feeling any unusual
dizziness, nausea, or shortness of breath, have a seat, take some deep breaths, and drink some
water. Go easy on the alcohol the first couple days, too. Pharmacies have pills to counteract, but
they're not necessarily cheap or effective. Some people swear by chlorophyll drops (yep, the
same stuff in plants), but this can be difficult to find. Pass on the coca leaf tea — it's not
dangerous, just ineffective. You'll acclimate in a day or two regardless of what you do.●
Alcohol may not be available from larger stores on Sundays, and there's little 'pub culture' to
speak of outside the touristy districts. The smaller tiendas will sell you alcohol on Sundays, but
they might act as though they're doing a favor. Skip the local wines — if wine's your thing, try the
Chilean wines instead.● Be careful with aguardiente, the Colombian firewater found
here in Ecuador as well. It tastes like licorice, is derived from sugarcane and is potent stuff (29%
ABV). It's drunk in shot glasses, and the sin azucar (without sugar) version is slightly easier on
the stomach. For something tasty with less kick, try canelazo (aguardiente, sugar, and agua de
canela, or water boiled with cinnamon) or chicha (essentially beer from fermented corn). This is
different from chicha morada, a sweet non-alcoholic purple drink also made from
corn.● If you'd like to go to the Galapagos islands but are put off by the cost, head to
the 'poor man's Galapagos' in Pisco, Peru — the Ballestas islands (Islas Ballestas). Literally
every step of the process to reach the Galapagos is set up to extract maximum tourist dollars,
and there's no real way to avoid it.● At most local restaurants, ask about their
almuerzos. These are cheap, simple, set meals that are almost always the cheapest meal on the
menu.Where to stayPlaces mentioned here are chosen based on personal experiences, the
experiences of friends, and other reviews. Worthy Go does not accept money or favors to
include hotels in this itinerary.Note the hotels and hostels here are generally within walking
distance of the central Mariscal area / Plaza Foch - less traveling back and forth that way!
BudgetVibes Hostel — everything a hostel needs. Not a party hostel, just clean rooms and good
WiFi, steps away from Manuela Cañizares Ecovia station and Mariscal. Joaquin Pinto 132 and 6
de Diciembre — +593 2555154. GPS: -Color House Petite — comfortable, simple, small hostel
steps away from Manuela Cañizares Ecovia station and Mariscal. Calama E8 and 6 de
Diciembre — +593 97 8738159. GPS: —Mid-rangeLa Casa Sol Classic Inn — B&B with simple,
private rooms with 1-4 beds, owned by a musician who plays ten different kinds of flutes. Great
location steps away from Manuela Cañizares Ecovia station and Mariscal. Calama 127 and 6 de
Diciembre — +593 2-222-3383. GPS: —Heritage Inn — a renovated colonial house, expect
breakfast and flat screen TV's. Location a couple blocks away from Manuela Cañizares Ecovia
station and Mariscal. Tamayo N24-48 and Wilson — +593 2-222-2949. GPS: —High-endCity Art
Hotel Silberstein — four-star, ten-room converted mansion, breakfast buffet, very close to the



excellent Kallari Cafe. Wilson E5-29 and Juan Leon Mera — +593 2-254-3898. GPS: —Antinea
— large rooms and beds with a courtyard to meander in Mariscal, a couple blocks away from
Manuela Cañizares Ecovia station and Mariscal. Juan Rodriquez E8-20 and Diego de Almagro,
Quito — +593 2-250-6838. GPS: — .
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MJ, “Fun offbeat read. Little history, short on site detail but all in all a fun read. It is supplemental
only. Best advice is how to buy a SIM card.”

The book by Chris Backe has a rating of  5 out of 5.0. 1 people have provided feedback.
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